Jorgensen Metal Roofing

- Custom rolled in Hawaii for immediate delivery
- Available in 8 colors and 4 profiles
- Installed easily without specialty trades
- Proven durability in Hawaii
- Competitively priced

For more information and specifications call 836-1611
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I look forward to the 1980 presidency of the Hawaii Society/AIA with excitement and anticipation. I have left DMJM after 27 very pleasant years, 14 in Hawaii, and now feel free to perform the many duties expected of me in this position.

I feel that the Hawaii Society needs to regroup; it needs to involve its membership in more enjoyable professional and social functions, and our membership needs a greater closeness. These goals can only be accomplished through greater individual participation; a participation which can act as a catalyst for your Executive Committee.

The success of our individual practices is the most important of our goals. We can be greatly assisted by the Society in meeting these goals, but only if we give some of our own time and become involved. Surely the compatibility of colleagues who have worked and played together would result in greater success and better public image for individual architects and architecture in general.

Members of the Executive Committee act as commissioners of the eleven committees listed below. The success of that executive body is highly dependent on the active inputs from the membership.

1980 Committees
1. Awards
2. Codes
3. Continuing Education
5. Exhibits
6. Governmental Affairs/Legislative
7. Membership
8. Office Improvements
9. Professional Practice
10. Publications/Public Relations
11. Urban Design/Transportation

At the last AIA National Convention, Honolulu was honored by being selected as the National Convention center for 1985. I am happy to be in the position this year to assist the Institute during its early planning and development period.

The National Convention in 1980 will be held in Cincinnati, Ohio. The president and president-elect will be sent by HS/AIA and attendance by all our members is encouraged. Exposure to the many benefits which the Institute offers its membership always results in valuable assistance to local Society operations.

It is my sincere desire to weld the Society together before tackling the many specific tasks which face us during 1980. I appreciate the trust which the membership has placed in me and the 1980 EXCOM. We will strive to make the profession highly respected in the community.
The affordable computer for the profit-minded small businessman . . .

with special applications for attorneys, doctors, and accountants.

Choice of several purchase plans . . .
or lease for as little as $500 a month.

LOOK AT THESE STANDARD APPLICATIONS!

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
- Invoicing
- Inventory Control
- Backorder Control
- Cash Receipts
- Accounts Receivable
- Age Analysis
- Customer Statements
- Customer Profitability
- Salesman Profitability
- Product Profitability

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
- Purchase Journal
- Check/Voucher Writing
- Disbursements Journal
- Expense Distribution
- General Ledger Distribution
- Vendor Aged
- Trial Balance
- Cash Forecasts

FINANCIAL REPORTING
- General Ledger
- Balance Sheet
- Comparative Income Statements
- Schedules
- Statement of Change
- Budget Reports

PAYROLL
- Wage Accrual
- Payroll Checks with Statement of Earnings
- Earnings & Deductions
- Registers
- Labor Distribution
- Reports
- Employee Earning Record
- W-2 Forms
- Union Report

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS:
Attorneys: Time/Matter Accounting, Word Processing.
Doctors: Medical Billing, Claims Preparation.
Accountants: Client Write-Up, Word Processing, Professional Time Accounting.

Diablo Systems, a XEROX company, has been a major manufacturer of mini-computer equipment since 1969. In 1976 it created the Diablo 3200 Small Business Computer. In Hawaii, the computer system is sold with application software and customized programming by EMA Business Products. The Diablo 3200 is available with single or multiple video display workstations. Diskette and/or cartridge disk systems allow for processing large data files. The system supports Diablo HyType daisy-wheel printers, bi-directional matrix printers or conventional line printers. This variety offers the user speeds of 55 characters per second, 220 characters per second, even 300/600 lines per minute.

The basic Diablo 3200 consists of a central processor with 32,000 bytes of main memory, a 1,920-character video display/keyboard, two double-density diskette drives for random access of 1.2 million characters of on-line data, and a 55-character per second printer, with stand and forms tractor.

Main memory may be increased to 64,000 bytes. Up to four double-density diskette drives are allowed, Diablo 448 disk drives (each with a capacity of 10 million characters) may be added to the system. Multiple-station systems include up to eight video terminals and/or printers.

Computer hardware selection solves only part of the user's needs. For cost-effective operation, the user must have software (programs) which make the computer operate efficiently, easily, and produce needed reports for intelligent business management. Our company provides the hardware, the software, the equipment maintenance.

The right computer should handle your requirements for years to come. Those requirements include the right company to service your computer and provide program modifications as business conditions change. EMA Business Products is the right company. Let us prove it!

For more information, or to arrange a demonstration, call 531-5222

EMA Earle M. Alexander, Ltd.
HAWAII'S LARGEST OFFICE MACHINE DEALER
1020 Auahi Street — Honolulu — 531-5222
Hilo 935-3061 Kahului 877-3915 Lihue 245-4041
THE U-LINE LINE-UP

Major Stock now here in Hawaii

COMPACT ICE MAKERS & REFRIGERATORS

for Hotels, Offices, Homes & Boats

COMBO 19

Automatic Ice Maker—Makes 22 lbs. per day—stores 12½ lbs.
Refrigerator—2.1 cu. ft. with in-door storage
In Walnut Vinyl with door frame for ¼" wood panel

MODEL 48

Freezes (and stores) up to 25 lbs. of ice per day
Deluxe brushed stainless steel finish—also walnut vinyl
15" Wide, 17" Deep, 26" High

MODEL 65

Large 65 cu. ft., fits neatly under standard counter
Uses less energy than a 40-watt bulb!
Adjustable Thermostat—polyurethane insulation
Walnut or Almond finish—decorator door panel

ALL MODELS

No drains needed! Easy to install
Built-in or free-standing
Silent operation
Local parts inventory and warranty service

U-LINE IS AVAILABLE AT THESE FINE DEALERS:

OAHU

Electrical Distributors Ltd.
Honolulu 836-0602
Big K
Honolulu 949-3967
Big K
Waipahu 671-1724

HAWeII

LT-TV & Appliances
Kailua-Kona 329-9355

MAUI

National Laminates, Inc.
Honolulu 833-4344

U-LINE IS REPRESENTED IN THE ISLANDS BY:

WADE NEWELL & ASSOCIATES, INC.
677 Ala Moana Blvd., Suite 916-A
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 523-7771

JURY COMMENTS

Another unique house from the architect. The quality and integration of the interior is not only beautiful but its flavor is expressed equally well on the exterior. Lacayo's expertise has once again produced a high quality design that combines many smaller elements to create a package that holds together beautifully.

LOCATION

Ward Warehouse

ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIOR DESIGN

Pravin Desai, AIA
Hogan, Chapman, Cobeen, Weitz, Desai, Inc.

OWNER

Mark and Patty Izbicki

MECHANICAL CONSULTANT

Kenneth Thom

ELECTRICAL CONSULTANT

Bennett & Drane

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

Victoria Ward, Ltd.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Augie Salbosa

PROBLEM

The problem was to create a unique specialty shop for arts and crafts objects in an existing warehouse type shopping structure.

CONCEPT

The client wished to merchandise high priced arts and crafts objects in a unique environment. We tried to achieve this objective in the following manner:

1—By visually obscuring the given warehouse space that was cluttered with exposed utility pipes and air conditioning equipment.
   a—hung ceiling
   b—wood trellis

2—By breaking down the space in smaller increments so as to make each space comprehensible and by creating unique display areas for different artifacts such as ceramics, glass, etc.

3—By creating special lighting for different spaces. For example: stepped cubes and "puka" wall with up and down lights were designed in order to accentuate fine glassware.

4—By changing floor and ceiling levels, the shopper is made aware of different display areas. The change of floor and ceiling materials and the change in lighting levels further enhance visual excitement.

This concept creates a sense of "discovery" for the shopper as he travels from space to space. In accomplishing this we met our client's program successfully. HAH.

HAWAII ARCHITECT
LOCATION
Bethel Street, Honolulu

ARCHITECT
Anderson/Reinhardt, Ltd.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
James Adams International

CONTRACTOR
Hawaii/Western Construction, Inc.

PROBLEM
The Wing Wo Tai Building is an example of an historic structure which had outlived its useful life, but which was saved for a new life cycle by an imaginative concept of adaptive use.

The Wing Wo Tai Building is at the Diamond Head edge of the Honolulu Chinatown Historical District one-half block from the waterfront and was built in 1916.

The original building consisted of two stories with a basement. Light wood framing was used for the floors. The heavy timber roof trusses were hidden by a plaster ceiling, and the bearing walls were built of 20-inch thick blue rock masonry. There was extensive termite damage to most of the existing structural elements and woodwork. The original six-foot-deep roof trusses had failed in two areas and were being shored up with 4 x 4s in the attic.
JURY COMMENTS
The jury commends the architects for their role in reusing this old building.

CONCEPT
The design concept consisted of gutting the building except for the existing trusses, then raising the level of the existing second floor. A new second floor was then inserted. This created a three-story building and added about 30 percent to the floor area. To accomplish this without having a two-story walk to the top floor, or adding an elevator, it was decided to split the building lengthwise at the top two floors and create two story offices with private interior stairways. These offices would have their entries at the second floor.

Continued on Page 10
If you do business in Hawaii...

and want to keep track of your clients, or need to glance at building permits, tax liens, foreclosures, public hearings, real estate transactions or any of a number of scintillating bits of information

...we have news for you

For information call 521-0021.

To Bring the Outdoors In
(...or Take the Indoors Out)

This cheery breakfast room puts you in the wide open spaces with the Pacifica Series 3” x 3” glazed ceramic tile that comes in 16 decorator colors. This versatile tile is available in either the smooth surface or the "grip" (non-slip) surface.

Adjacent counter tops may be done in the same tile in matching or contrasting colors to give it that "tied-in" look.

Our showroom is your showroom where we invite you and your interior designer or client to visit and browse to your heart's content. You will find Hawaii's most beautiful and complete line of ceramic tile.

Central Pacific Supply
2855 Kaihikapu Street (Mapunapuna District)
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 • Phone 839-1952

Wing Wo Tai

Continued from Page 9

In order to open up the interior to light and to preserve the facade of the building, the third floor was held back 14 feet from the Nuuanu Street wall. This created a two-story space at the entries to the two upper floor offices and stairwell, and once the original plaster ceiling was removed, exposed the trusses to view from the second floor.

About 25 percent of the existing truss members were replaced, and new three-inch T&G roof decking put on over them. Skylights were added at the stairwell and both upper floor offices, and the roof was removed from a one story portion at the rear of the building to provide a courtyard for a restaurant on the ground floor.

Second Floor Reception area.

From the exterior the building has almost the same look it had when it was constructed. On the inside, it functions as a modern, air-conditioned office which uses elements from the original building such as exposed stone walls and heavy timber trusses to add a dimension to the design which is almost unobtainable in modern-day construction.
See hundreds of new and improved building products.
Renew acquaintances, make new friends.
Meet Hawaii's industry professionals.

**EXPO '80**

**NBC Exhibition Hall**
Thursday Feb. 28
10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

A spectacular one-day show for professionals, with exhibits of new products, services and techniques by Hawaii's major suppliers. Over 45,000 square feet of exhibit area, no host cocktails and an appearance by Miss BIA of Hawaii. Plan to attend the 10th annual Building Materials Exposition. Architects, engineers, builders and specifiers — don't miss this opportunity to see what's new in your industry.

**Sponsored by**

Building Industry Association of Hawaii
965-A1 North Nimitz Highway
Honolulu, Hawaii
531-7575
LOOKING AT A NEW BUSINESS PHONE SYSTEM?
If you’re looking at a new business phone system, better find out what’s behind the scenes. Who’s going to service it? Repair it? Who’s going to expand it as your business grows, or replace it with a newer system when the time comes?

Systems from Hawaiian Telephone have a lot to back them up. Full maintenance at no extra cost, for example. The option to expand or replace equipment.

And a professional staff of consultants and technicians just a phone call away.

When you come to us, you get more than a business phone system. You get a company with almost a century of experience in Hawaii. The best, most advanced equipment. And 4,600 Hawaiian Telephone employees with a lasting commitment to the finest in communications for Hawaii’s people.

GET YOUR COMPANY PHONES FROM THE PHONE COMPANY.

HAWAIIAN TELEPHONE

We keep you talking.
The Hawaii Society/AIA Executive Board for 1980 as introduced at December's Installation Banquet. From left they are Associate Director Leland Onekea, Directors Gordon Ogata, AIA, Spencer Leineweber, AIA, Francis Oda, AIA, Tom Culbertson, AIA, Treasurer Art Weber, AIA, Secretary Bob Hartman, AIA, President-Elect Don Chapman, AIA, and President Jack C. Lipman, AIA.

George Mason, president of Crossroads Press, Inc., presented University of Hawaii Architecture student Lloyd Arakaki with the annual HS/AIA Crossroads Press Scholarship.

1979 President Reinhardt passes the gavel to Jack Lipman.
Reinhardt presented Fred White with the President's Award in appreciation for his three-year effort as chairman of last September's regional AIA convention; a resounding success.

Cliff Hansen received an award for his work on the 1979 Celebration of Architecture.

Carol Sakata, AIA, was honored for her tireless efforts as treasurer of HS/AIA for two years. Under her management, and with her donated time spent teaching two production seminars, HS/AIA stands in excellent financial shape today.

SKYLIGHTS
Considered the BEST by Popular Mechanics Magazine

As you know, skylights make light airy rooms and adapt almost anywhere. Besides being an additional source of natural light, these units provide free air conditioning. Therefore, these units are a dual energy saver, rescuing interior baths, poorly ventilated bedrooms, and dark stuffy kitchens. These units are also perfect for patios, garages, and any area where natural lighting and ventilation are desired.

Unique and outstanding features of the VENTARAMA SKYLIGHT: are completely assembled with DOUBiE acrylic plexiglas domes, tamper proof fasteners, and are hinged and weather-stripped. These units are constructed with 16 oz. COPPER FLASHING for easy installation on any flat or pitched roof. They are operated with either crank, pole, or motor which comes prewired, including wall switch.

Available in Clear and Bronze Tones

Distributed Exclusively by SKYLIGHTS of HAWAII
P.O. BOX 347 • 239-6277 • KANEHOE, HI

"That's a Butler building?"

Yes, that is a Butler building. In fact, you probably see beautiful Butler buildings all the time and don't know it.

Because Butler buildings offer total design flexibility and can be as tasteful and dramatic as any building.

Yet, they also give you all the important time and money savings of systems construction.

To learn more about Butler buildings, give us a call.

DURA/CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
Lic. No. BC-6744
91-313 Kauhi Street
Ewa Beach, Oahu, Hawaii 96706
(808) 682-4536

BUTLER
At Last – something totally different for the building industry. Onduline Supersheet™, a remarkable roofing and siding product unlike anything else on the market today. Made of corrugated fibrous material impregnated with asphalt, Onduline provides the perfect blend of strength and durability – yet it’s lightweight and easy to handle.

Incredible as it seems, Onduline actually comes with a 25-year leakproof warranty. While ordinary metal roofing sooner or later expands or contracts at nail holes, this miracle fiber forms a protective bond around nails or screws, to prevent leaks from ever starting.

Just when you think you’ve heard everything, Onduline offers more. Like firm resistance to rust, corrosion and oxidation. Like ease of handling and installation. Like good looks with maintenance-free baked-in colors. Like special insulating qualities that minimize condensation and reduce heating and cooling costs. Like nothing you’ve ever seen before.

Remember the name, Onduline. You’re going to be hearing it a lot. After all, when you’re the best roofing and siding product ever made, there’s nowhere to go... but up.

Distributed in Hawaii by

**Physical Environment Education**

by FRANK HAINES, FAIA

Most knowledgeable people would agree that our physical environment (both natural and built) is in very deep trouble. There is probably less than consensus, however, that our country has the resources to drastically improve the situation, although everyone desires to do so. The framework for public participation in environmental decisions already exists, but the people are woefully incapable of knowing enough about the subject to make the right decision.

Although the architectural profession does not control the built environment, it has a considerable amount of influence on it. The architects of the U.S. are generally not yet aware, however, that their future depends on public understanding of the problems and motivation to make beneficial changes.

The first step in the direction of improving our physical surroundings and saving them from further accelerated deterioration is environmental education of the entire populace. It is necessary to develop a broad program to accomplish this goal as soon as possible. Although many other groups and institutions are also involved, the American Institute of Architects is uniquely qualified to strategize the complete effort.

It will be necessary for a great many structures and institutions, public and private, formal and informal, local and national, to work together effectively, since there are so many approaches that must be made. The AIA should serve as the coordinator and possibly the motivator to accomplish the long term goal of a better informed public. The pitfall of a less ambitious goal of only a better informed client must be avoided.

The plan formulated must outline all directions and steps in the process, delineating the role and responsibilities for each participant as well as potential funding sources. The plan must be time specific.
and critical accomplishment paths must be established.

The plan developed must be very comprehensive and encourage environmental awareness programs which reach and are effective with all age groups, all economic and social levels and all geographic areas. Since time is of the essence, as the environmental situation rapidly deteriorates, the program must be both short range to produce quick results as well as provide long range, lasting and, perhaps, very drastic changes.

Priorities should be set, depending on availability of resources as well as the urgency of the situation. Some of the efforts, such as individual architects speaking objectively on specific local environmental issues, could produce immediate results at a minimum cost. On the other hand, implementation of a complete built-environmental educational curriculum taught by teachers qualified in the field will take years and be very expensive. The results of this effort will probably not be significant until years afterward.

Essential goals of the program should, at least, include:

1—Built-environment concerns included in all appropriate facets of K-12 grade level school curriculums.

2—Teacher training in the built-environment field:
   a—included in the basic teacher’s college courses;
   b—as continuing education credits.

3—New and rewritten textbooks:
   a—specifically on built-environment issues;
   b—incorporating built-environment problems in order disciplines (economics, art, social studies, etc.).

4—Adult Education:
   a—in formalized courses in environmental fields;
   b—at seminars on specific local issues.

5—Coverage on television and in other informational media of environmental problems and more particularly their achieved and potential solutions.

Essential goals of the program...
Concrtne

A New Dimension for Concrete in Hawaii: SITE-CAST TILT-UP

Already an important factor in reducing time and costs of construction in other parts of the country, the Tilt-Up technique of using site-cast ready-mix concrete is now becoming important in Hawaii also.

For information and details about applications of "Tilt-Up" and the innovative ways in which it can serve your needs, call the Research Library of CCPI at 833-1882.

Cement and Concrete Products Industry of Hawaii
Suite 1110 / Control Data Building / 2828 Paa Street / Honolulu, Hawaii 96819
Columbia Inn
645 KAPIOLANI BLVD.
“TOP OF THE BOULEVARD”
Restaurant—Bar—Coffee Shop
OPEN 24 HRS.
(except the wee hours of Monday morning)

Arthur’s
Lunches served from 11AM to 2PM, Monday thru Friday. Cocktails till closing at 10 PM. Light lunches on Saturdays. In the Davies Pacific Center, on Merchant and Alakea Sts. Phone 921-7133.

Diner’s
“Home of the Local-Style Plate Lunch”
Call ahead so that your order will be ready for pick-up.

Orson’s Restaurant
Whether you prefer a spacious dining room providing ocean and mountain views, a cozy cocktail lounge, a more secluded table in a tucked away loft, or a place to have a private party ... Orson’s Restaurant has it all four. Select your own hours for leisurely dining. Continuous service from 11 a.m.
1050 ALA MOANA BLVD at the WARD WAREHOUSE
(2nd floor - Bldg. B)
Overlooking Kewalo Basin
521-5681

Now, we’re open till midnight.
We cordially invite you to come and enjoy our fine family dining during our new extended hours:
Monday - Friday, 6 a.m. to midnight;
Saturday, 8 a.m. to midnight;
Sunday, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
Open Daily 6:00 A.M.
Dinner Show—“Oriental Fantasy

PRETTYGREAT
PRETTYGREAT
PRETTYGREAT

Renown Milano
Lunch 11 a.m.-3 p.m. • Dinner 5:30-11:00 p.m.
Happy Hours 3-6 p.m., 10 p.m.-midnight
Discovery Bay Shopping Center.
Ph. 947-1933, 947-2562 • Validated parking at rear

Take a Milanese Lunchbreak
Break away from the office.
Have Northern Italian — or Continental — lunch or dinner with us. Any day. Buon gusto!

The Business Lunch
Can Be Better
Than Ever
PAGODA
FORMING RESTAURANT
1625 Rycroft St. Phone 941-6611

Diner’s Plaza
1333 River Street
Phone 533-1218

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
Validated Parking
relax at ray's . . .

... after all, isn't that what lunch is all about?

ys ray's ray's seafood restaurant
4th floor/waikiki shopping plaza/2250 kalakaua
validated parking/reservations 923-5717

THE TROLLEY COMPANY
DOWNTOWN - UNION MALL
DOWNTOWN DELIVERY  10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
531-0579
Open 7:00 am-6:00 pm  Sat 7:00 am-4:00 pm

Like Like
Drive Inn Restaurant
open 24 hours!
Order ANYTHING on our Extensive Menu ANYTIME!
Have dinner in the morning, breakfast at night!
We're NOT on the Like Like Hwy!
735 Keeaumoku

the sky's the limit...

full salad bar
delicious hot entrees • desserts • bar
menu service available 11:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.
3253 N. Nimitz • at the airport
We're building a reputation not resting on one.

CONSISTENTLY GOOD CHINESE FOOD . . .

CHINESE AND AMERICAN FOOD
Coral Reef
Restaurant and lounge
Mauna side next to Woolworth
1259 ALA MOANA CENTER
Open from 11 AM to 9:30 PM
Sundays 11 AM to 3 PM
Phone: 949-3500

BYRON II
A GREAT WATERING HOLE—Elegant Atmosphere, Bountiful Cocktails, Superb Food and Excellent Service
Luncheons, 11:00-3:00
Dinners served from 5 p.m.
Cocktails served from 10 a.m.
1259 ALA MOANA CENTER
TELEPHONE 949-8855
OCEANSIDE IN THE ALCOVE BY THE TRAVOLATOR
Reviewed Review

Obviously Thomas Creighton, who recently reviewed THE MONTICELLO FAULT by Archibald Rogers, has never heard of LITERARY MARKETPLACE. For his information, it is the publishers directory (any writer or reviewer knows that) and includes Moore Publishing Company among its non-vanity publishers.

Creighton's remarks at the end of the first paragraph of his review are gratuitous and show apparent animus against the author. Thus, they cause one to question his motives and also to question the objectivity of his review in general.

Eleanor Merryman Roszel

Fact: Metal lath/steel stud curtainwalls can offer dramatic reductions in heating-cooling energy consumption and operating costs.

On an average day with temperatures in the mid-80s, the heat gain through one square foot of the lath/stud wall will be 1 Btu an hour. Heat gain through a conventional masonry wall would be about 4 Btus an hour. Through a double-plate glass wall—7 Btus. And through a precast concrete wall—10 Btus.

More facts: Installed costs for metal lath/steel stud curtainwalls are about 50 percent less than comparable masonry or concrete installations.

Margaret Whitton Bovee; AIA Member; Dimitrios Bratakos Associates; Diploma in Arch. Glasgow School of Architecture. ARIBA, AIBC and Hawaii Registration. Spouse: Ernest. Hobbies: gardening and house remodeling.

Wade Edward Crouse; Associate Member; Architects Hawaii, Ltd.; B.A. University of Houston. Hobbies: jogging, skin diving, surfing.

Robert A. Everingham; Associate Member; Wailea Development Co.; B.S. in Landscape Architecture, University of California at Davis. Hobbies: swimming, tennis, golf, jogging.

Duane Hamada; Associate Member; Edward Sullam FAIA & Associates; B. Arch. University of Hawaii. Hobbies: guitar, running, drawing, photography.
It's a beautiful new high rise condominium only a few short blocks up the hill from the center of things in downtown Honolulu. The newly opened Nuuanu Brookside condo offers plenty of amenities including attractive, long lasting Ceramic Tile on bathroom floors and walls, on kitchen floors and counter tops, plus completely tiled expansive lanais. The location is 56 Judd Street just off Nuuanu Avenue and next to winding Nuuanu Stream gurgling along beside the condo's large outdoor pool. You should see it. What a setting!

**HERE AGAIN—THE TREND TO GENUINE CERAMIC TILE**

The trend is there for all to see in generous use of Ceramic Tile at Nuuanu Brookside just as it is in so many residential and commercial buildings in Hawaii. Architects, interior designers, developers and general contractors in Hawaii are discovering more and more desirable qualities in Ceramic Tile, qualities that are increasing use of the genuine year after year. They are helped, too, by the qualified, reliable contractors who take part in their own industrywide program of promotion of Ceramic Tile. These contractors are ready with ideas, accurate estimates, up to the minute industry developments and on time delivery to fit your schedules.

Contract any of these Promotion Program participants:

- Atlas Tile Inc. 839-7403
- Leo Cecchetto, Inc. 848-2428
- Classic Tile Corp. 841-6893
- Custom Ceramics 538-3537
- Hawaii Tile and Marble 839-5102
- Honolulu Roofing Co. Ltd. 941-4451
- S. Kunishiga Tile 734-3340
- Lani's Tile Co. 235-1144
- Logan Tile Co. 262-5754
- Nan-Cor Tile Company 488-5591
- Pacific Terrazzo & Tile Corp. 671-4056
- Pacific Tile Co., Inc. 841-8534
- Sato, Robert Ceramic Tile 841-8811
- Tidy Tile 833-3042
- Wichery Tile Ltd. 955-6631

ARCHITECTS, DESIGNERS, BUILDERS, Please Note
Every week in advertising in the Honolulu Sunday Star Bulletin & Advertiser Hawaii's tile contractors call special attention to you with this message:

"Building; Remodeling? Redecorating?
Ask your architect, designer or builder about the beauties and values of Ceramic Tile."

Ceramic Tile, Marble & Terrazzo Belong in Hawaii

Tile, Marble & Terrazzo Industry Promotional Program/Attention: John P. Brack, 1405 N. King Street, Suite 302, Honolulu HI 96817
Have rising elevator maintenance costs got you down?

Get a fast free comparative estimate from Amelco Elevator today. You can take for granted an elevator's instant response to your signal. But you can't assume your present preventive maintenance contract also brings you the kind of emergency response and modest monthly billings Amelco Elevator clients expect. Up to it? Call 845-3291.